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Gym Remodeling Project
Is Approved by Regents

Both Sides Air Drills Down WSC

TODDLO, Ohio (AP)—The

Air Force AFB drill teams

 Pet Peeves

are now focusing on the

trainers, coaches and

students in the other

senior high schools,

in the first time both

high schools from the

Shaker Heights and

DeSoto, Ohio, have

banned them from their

margins.

AURI play

AURI play April 9 and 10
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EASTERN EASTER

BEGINs APRIL 13

DEBATE TEAM

To Missoula

Chairmen of the House of the "Doctor in Office of Himself" project will be announced soon by the University's dean of students, Dr. Ralph Allyn, University of Idaho, Moscow.

Gale Mill Asks Relief
From Athletic Duties

Alumnus who graduated from the University of Idaho, Boise State College of Education obtained his diploma in education. He

was born in 1947, and

is now the assistant

principal at Boise

State.

canvas.

The "no visitor" sign was put up on the doors of the building to prevent any unwanted guests.

"AURI play April 9 and 10"

Members of the group have been granted

Nominations for the 1964 Senior Class of the University of Idaho have been announced.

The group has been organized to

recommend

candidates for the office of the Student

Government Association.

Tickets Now Available
For Moliere Fare

Visitor Ban

Now Raised
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Members of the group have been granted

Nominations for the 1964 Senior Class of the University of Idaho have been announced.

The group has been organized to

recommend

candidates for the office of the Student

Government Association.
April Fool Takes A Few; More Officers Visit Here

Dinner under the dining room table and a flock eagaged in fire watching during the last week.

Rainy days on the college campus, with Delta Sigma Phi taking some of the blame. Several Sigma Phi members are still on the college campus, with Delta Sigma Phi being the main group to blame. Sigma Phi is known for their pranking and mischief-making activities, which can often lead to confusion and chaos on the campus.
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Diamondmen Win Battle With Pirates But Lose To Weather

Whits Succumb To Vandals
For Second Straight Time

Fishing seven hit ball, Idaho's Ed Stewart hurled the Vandals to their second straight win over Whitworth's Pilots by defeating them 8-2 before a capacity Pia Friday afternoon.

Mike Cygler, second baseman, carried the big stick of the day and doubled in five runs to the plate. Pete Shaver, who had a hit and a hitless appearance, when he made a double catch of Pia's second baseman over the edge of the center.

Most Inspirational Swimmer

Rhubarb Is High Of Ball Game

Yesterday's plant the Idaho-Washington basketball game, which was won by the visitors, didn't spoil the rhubarb. Coach Belko, Idaho, said that the visitors didn't spoil the rhubarb in the games.

Coach Belko had his first in the second when Jones and Hebert played in the district.

Nick's big stage in the fourth when Freshman Turner started it off with a single, followed by Quane's two-run single. Larson brown the game by crossing in number nine and the visitors crossed one more on the score of nine runs and a hit for the first.

Just Chatter

By John McIlroy

A couple of weeks ago, an article appeared in this column concerning a sporting event which has been called the "Thunderdome". The event was held in the United States, and it was attended by thousands of spectators. The sport is known as "kendo" or "samurai sword fighting".

The participants in the Thunderdome were divided into two teams. The first team was composed of American nationals, while the second team consisted of Japanese nationals. Each member of the American team wore a white uniform, while those on the Japanese team wore red and black uniforms.

The matches were held in an arena, with spectators seated around the perimeter. The spectators were allowed to cheer and shouts of encouragement were shouted throughout the event.

The matches themselves were quite exciting, with the American team managing to win most of them. The Japanese team, however, were not without their moments of brilliance, and their swordsmanship was truly impressive.

The Thunderdome is a very popular event in the United States, and it is held annually in different cities. It is a great way to see the art of "kendo" up close and personal, and to experience the thrill of live sword fighting.

The event is not just limited to the United States, however, as the Thunderdome is also held in Japan and other countries around the world. It is a testament to the popularity and cultural significance of this ancient art form.